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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach to combine microphone
array processing and robust speech recognition for reverberant
multi-speaker environments. Spatial cues are extracted from a
microphone array and automatically clustered to estimate local-
ization masks in the time-frequency domain. The localization
masks are then used to blindly design adaptive filters in order to
enhance the source signals prior to missing data speech recogni-
tion. A novel evidence model better exploiting the information
provided by the source separation stage is proposed. Recogni-
tion experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the scheme
when compared to traditional microphone array enhancement
and a related binaural separation model.
Index Terms: missing data speech recognition, microphone ar-
ray processing, adaptive beamforming

1. Introduction
A key requirement for automatic speech recognition (ASR)
technology to be employed in everyday situations is robust-
ness to multiple competing speakers in reverberant enclosures.
While today’s ASR systems still fall short in comparison with
human listeners some promising success has been achieved in
dealing with multiple speakers in anechoic conditions. For ex-
ample, the work reported in [1] utilizes binaural localization
cues such as interaural time and intensity differences to estimate
time-frequency (TF) masks for missing data speech recognition
(MD-ASR). However, in reverberant enclosures the localization
cues become increasingly unreliable making an accurate esti-
mation of the TF mask considerably more difficult. Further-
more when the speech models are trained on anechoic data the
spectral features employed in MD-ASR are adversely affected
by the room reflections.

Previous attempts to handle multisource reverberant en-
vironments include dereverberation filters [2], adaptation of
speech models to the room [3], an inhibition mechanism to em-
phasize sound onsets [4] and feature enhancement using an ane-
choic speech prior based reconstruction technique [5].

This paper proposes an alternative approach by extend-
ing the two-channel system developed in [6] to the multi-
microphone case (see Figure 1a). The system consists of a
source separation stage coupled with a missing data decoder
through the probabilistic concept of evidence models [7]. For
the source separation stage a fuzzy clustering approach is em-
ployed using direction of arrival (DOA) values of the two outer
sensors in the array. The clustering produces a source DOA
estimate and a TF mask marking the dominant TF points for
each source. While in [6] the correlation between adjacent TF

points was only utilized during mask post-processing in this pa-
per the neighborhood information is integrated during the clus-
tering process itself. This biases the solution towards homoge-
nous masks and helps greatly to reduce the effect of noise visi-
ble in the localization cues under reverberant conditions.

Motivated by [8] the masks and source DOAs are then uti-
lized to blindly design multiple adaptive beamformers capable
of enhancing the speech sources prior to recognition. This work
proposes a novel evidence model incorporating both localiza-
tion information and feature uncertainty. The system operates
in an unsupervised manner and depends neither on training data
for source localization nor a priori learned echoic speech mod-
els adapted to the reverberant environment.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes the source separation stage in more detail. Section 3
discusses the missing data recognizer and the evidence model
parameter estimation. Section 4 reports the evaluation results
and compares these with a related binaural model. The paper
closes in Section 5 with an outlook into future work.

d =c/(2f )=4.25cm1 max

d =21.25cm3

Figure 1: Proposed architecture (a) for reverberant two speaker
scenario (b) using a linear six channel microphone array (c) and
missing data evidence model (d) for speech recognition.
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2. Source separation
This section describes the utilized blind source separation
method. Spatial cues extracted from a microphone array are
clustered for source localization using an adapted fuzzy c-
means algorithm. The cluster partitions are then used for de-
signing adaptive spatial filters for source separation.
2.1. Spatial feature extraction
Let the convolutive mixing model in the frequency domain be

Xm(k, l) =

N∑

n=1

Hmn(l)Sn(k, l), m = 1, 2, . . . ,M (1)

where Xm(k, l) is the Short-Time-Fourier-Transform (STFT)
of the m-th microphone signal using a TF-grid defined by
(kτ0, lω0). Sn(k, l) and Hmn(l) are the STFT transforms of
the n-th source signal and room impulse response from Sn to
Xm respectively. It is assumed that source signals are suffi-
ciently sparse such that for each TF point (k, l) at most one
source Si is active. The instantaneous DOA of a source Si at
(k, l) can be estimated for the j-th microphone pair via

ψj(k, l) =
1

lω0djc−1
arg

(
Xj,1(k, l)

Xj,2(k, l)

)
, (2)

where dj is the distance between the j-th sensor pair and c is
the sound velocity. For sparse sources in echoic environments
the longer dj is between a sensor pair the better the localiza-
tion via (2) will be [9]. However, when dj >c/(2fmax) with
fmax being the signal’s maximum frequency the sensor pair vi-
olates the spatial aliasing theorem and the phase values in (2)
become ambiguous. Fortunately, for multiple microphone pairs
the SPIRE method was recently proposed as a solution to this
problem [9]. SPIRE uses the smaller distance pairs to restore
the aliased measurements of the longer distance pairs. Here,
SPIRE is applicable as the smallest distance pair used in our
linear array obeys the aliasing distance (see Figure 1c).
2.2. Fuzzy clustering of DOA values
To find the DOAs for each source a fuzzy c-means (FCM) al-
gorithm called sFCM, originally proposed for image segmenta-
tion [10], is employed for clustering the restored source DOAs
ψ(k, l) := ψ3(k, l) of the outer microphone pair (X3,1, X3,2).
sFCMα,β achieves clustering through minimizing

J =
∑

∀(k,l)

N∑

n=1

uq
n(k, l)||ψ(k, l)− ψ̂n||2, (3)

where un ∈ [0, 1] are the soft membership values for source n
,ψ̂n is the corresponding cluster center and q > 1 is a softness
parameter. The memberships and centers are updated via

un(k, l) =

N∑

j=1

(
||ψ(k, l)− ψ̂n||
||ψ(k, l)− ψ̂j ||

)− 2
(q−1)

(4)

ψ̂n =

∑
∀(k,l) un(k, l)

qψ(k, l)
∑

∀(k,l) un(k, l)q
. (5)

One important characteristic of speech spectra is that neighbor-
ing TF points are highly correlated (see oracle mask in Fig-
ure 2). When one source is dominant at TF point (k, l) it is very
likely that this source also dominates in the vicinity of (k, l).
This correlation is not utilized in the standard FCM algorithm
but can easily be incorporated by defining the following local
correlation function

hn(k, l) =
∑

(k′,l′)∈N(k,l)

un(k
′, l′) (6)

where N(k,l) represents the neighborhood of TF point (k, l)
[10]. The value of hn(k, l) is large if the majority of the points
in N(k,l) belongs to the same cluster. A rectangular neigh-
borhood with size 25x10 was used throughout this paper. The
memberships un(k, l) are then modified according to

ūn(k, l) =
un(k, l)

αhn(k, l)
β

∑N
j=1 uj(k, l)αhj(k, l)β

, (7)

where α and β are parameters to control the relative importance
of feature space and neighborhood information [10]. Note that
sFCM1,0 defaults to the standard FCM algorithm with no neigh-
borhood information. First the standard FCM is run to obtain an
unbiased estimate of ψ̂n in the DOA feature space. The result-
ing memberships are then refined by incorporating the neigh-
borhood correlation through five iterations of sFCM1,10. Elimi-
nation of spurious TF points is performed by applying a median
filter as described in [6] to produce the final memberships ûn

(see Figure 2).

2.3. Multiple adaptive beamforming
By utilizing both cluster centers ψ̂n and memberships ûn spatial
filter weights Ŵn are blindly designed according to

Ŵn(l) =
R̂n(l)

−1ân(l)

ân(l)HR̂n(l)−1ân(l)
, (8)

where the estimated steering vector is given by

ân(l)=
[
1 e−jlω0dc

−1ψ̂n . . . e−jlω0(M−1)dc−1ψ̂n

]T
(9)

and the jammer only correlation matrix is estimated as

R̂n(l) = E
[
Zn(k, l)Zn(k, l)

H] . (10)
For the over-determined case the jammer signals Zn(k, l) =
[Z1n(k, l), . . . , ZMn(k, l)]

T are simply constructed as

Zmn(k, l) =

N∑

i=1,i�=n

ûi(k, l)Xm(k, l) (11)

(for further details see [8]). The target and interfering speakers
are then obtained at the beamformer output as

Ŝn(k, l) = Ŵn(l)
HX(k, l), (12)

whereX(k, l) = [X1(k, l), X2(k, l), . . . , XM (k, l)]T.
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Figure 2: Anechoic oracle mask and estimated localization
masks obtained with sFCM clustering for the TIDigits target
utterance (black) "3o33951a" and an interfering male speaker
(white) for a reverberation time of 300ms.
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3. Missing data speech recognition
This section gives a brief review of HMM decoding with evi-
dence models as introduced in [7]. We propose a novel evidence
mixture model and explain how its parameters can be estimated
using the output of the source separation stage.

3.1. Soft Viterbi decoding using evidence models

Let ok = (ok1, . . . , okn)
T be a n-dimensional feature vector at

time frame k. Assuming independence between vector compo-
nents the likelihood of ok being emitted by HMM state q is

p(ok|q) =
R∑

r=1

cqr

n∏

i=1

p′(oki|ϑqri, θki) (13)

where R is the number of mixture components and cqr is the
mixture weight. The univariate emission likelihoods are

p′(oki|ϑqri, θki) =

∫ ∞

−∞
b(oki|ϑqri)ε(oki|θki) doki, (14)

where b(oki|ϑqri = {μqri, σ
2
qri}) is a univariate Gaussian

N (oki;μqri, σ
2
qri)=

1√
2πσ2

qri

exp

(
− (oki − μqri)

2

2σ2
qri

)
, (15)

with mean μqri and variance σ2
qri estimated during clean model

training and ε(oki|θki) is the evidence model representing the
reliability of each feature component oki under mismatched
conditions [7]. The particular evidence model proposed here
is the Gauss-Uniform mixture (see Figure 1d)
ε(oki|θki)=wkiN (oki;μki, σ

2
ki) + (1−wki)U(oki; aki, bki)

(16)
with θki = {wki, μki, σ

2
ki, aki, bki}, where N (oki;μki, σ

2
ki) is

a Gaussian with mean μki and variance σ2
ki and

U(oki; aki, bki) =
1

bki − aki
1[aki,bki](oki) (17)

denotes the Uniform distribution with lower and upper bound
aki, bki and wki is the mixture weight. Using (16) in (14) gives

p′(oki|ϑqri, θki)= wkiN (μki;μqri, σ
2
qri + σ2

ki)

+
(1− wki)

bki − aki

bki∫

aki

N (oki;μqri, σ
2
qri)doki,

(18)

which is (apart from σ2
ki) identical to the Dirac-Uniform model

(σ2
ki = 0, ∀(k, i)) currently used in most missing data decoders

[3, 4, 6]. The additional uncertainty parameter σ2
ki allows for

a time-varying adaptation of the HMM state variances during
decoding which might be particularly beneficial in reverberant
conditions where the target log-spectral energy values are ad-
versely affected by sound reflections.

3.2. Evidence model parameter estimation

All evidence model parameters in θki are estimated in the log-
spectral mel-frequency domain which is the preferred choice
for missing data recognition (see Figure 3). In particular, the
expected clean feature value for the target Ŝt is estimated as

μki = log

(
max

{∑

l

λi(l)|Ŝt(k, l)|, 1
})

, (19)

where λi(l) is a triangular mel-filterbank with i = 1, . . . , B
channels as defined in [6]. Due to reverberation the beamformed
target Ŝt(k, l) may still contain cross-talk components from in-

terfering signals which will affect the log-spectral features μki.
Therefore, the uncertainty around μki was estimated using a
simple spectral subtraction scheme where

S̃t(k, l)=max

{
|Ŝt(k, l)| − γ

N∑

j=1,j �=t

|Ŝj(k, l)|, ζ|Ŝt(k, l)|
}

(20)
is a crude estimate of the leakage free target St with γ and ζ
being a leakage and floor parameter. The floor parameter was
kept constant at ζ = 0.01 while the leakage parameter was
determined empirically for each reverberation time on a cross-
validation set. After converting S̃t to μ̃ki as in (19) the feature
uncertainty was estimated as

σ2
ki =

(
1

1 + exp(ηki)

)2

(μ̃ki − μki)
2, (21)

where ηki is an estimate of the local signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR) determined from the beamformed signals Ŝn on the mel-
frequency scale. This biases the variance towards zero in high
SNRs while retaining higher uncertainty values in low SNRs.

The mixture weights wki were obtained by converting the
localization mask û(k, l) provided by the source separation to
the mel-frequency scale as described in [6].

The bounds of the uniform distribution were determined by
exploiting that for each TF point the static features are known
to be confined to the interval between zero and the observed
(noisy) energy at the microphones [3, 7]. No bounds on delta
features were utilized.
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Figure 3: Example for evidence model parameter estimation in
the 12th mel-frequency band for the TIDigits utterance "111a".

4. Experimental evaluation
4.1. Setup

The proposed system was evaluated via connected digit experi-
ments on the TIDigits database. A cepstral baseline and a log-
spectral model were trained on clean anechoic data using an
identical HMM architecture and feature extraction scheme as
in previous work (for further details see [6]). However, due to
a change in sampling frequency to 8 kHz all acoustic features
were extracted from a mel-filterbank with 32 channels.

The test set consisted of 316 utterances from four male
speakers mixed with a male interfering speaker from the TIMIT
database. The signal-to-interferer ratio (SIR) for the masker was
0 dB. The microphone signals for a uniform linear array with six
elements and a two source configuration in a small rectangular
room (see Figure 1b) were created using the widely used im-
age reverberation model. After source separation the recognizer
was informed which signal corresponded to the target speaker
by comparing the detected DOA angle with the true DOA.
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4.2. Results and discussion

The performance of the proposed combination of array process-
ing and missing data decoding was tested against a single chan-
nel baseline and a traditional array enhancement scheme both
utilizing cepstral mean normalized speech models (see Fig-
ure 4). While the baseline illustrates the performance of state-
of-the-art features with no further processing the output of the
adaptive beamformer was used to demonstrate the speech en-
hancement capabilities of a small microphone array. To investi-
gate the upper performance limit oracle evidence models were
used for the missing data decoder. These models used mixture
weights designed with a priori knowledge of the sources [4] and
the feature variance was computed as the squared difference be-
tween estimated and true clean feature value.
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Figure 4: Recognition accuracy vs. reverberation time.

As expected the single channel baseline showed the worst
performance of all tested systems. The adaptive beamformer
achieved good recognition results on small reverberation times
but started to decrease very rapidly beyond 200ms. It is known
that for adaptive beamformer any mismatch in steering vec-
tor or/and jammer correlation matrix can lead to severe per-
formance degradation [11]. With increasing reverberation the
sparseness assumption and localization cues become more and
more unreliable making an accurate DOA and jammer signal
estimation difficult.

The combination of array enhancement and MD-ASR sig-
nificantly outperformed the adaptive beamformer demonstrat-
ing the merit of the proposed technique. The simple variance
estimation scheme for the Gauss-Uniform mixture led to mod-
erate but consistent performance improvements over the Dirac-
Uniform model. The impact that the additional variance adap-
tation can have depends on two factors. Firstly, the uncertainty
has to be estimated with high enough accuracy to be effective.
Secondly, even if the variance estimates are accurate its uti-
lization still depends on the strength of the estimated mixture
weight. Obviously, there still remains ample room for improve-
ments as is indicated by the performance of the missing data
decoder using oracle evidence models. To close this gap better
ways to estimate the mixture weights and feature variances are
needed.

Finally, the obtained recognition results were compared
with a related binaural approach [4] that used an almost identi-
cal room and speaker setup for the same digit recognition task
(see Table 1). Accuracy scores were listed for the cepstral single

channel baseline and the spectral based missing data decoder
as reported in [4]. As both evaluations were not performed on
identical test sets a direct comparison of the recognition accu-
racies is difficult. However, the performance improvement over
the corresponding cepstral baseline indicates that the proposed
combination of array enhancement and missing data recognition
is better able to cope with an interfering speaker under reverber-
ation than the binaural model.

Table 1: Comparison of recognition accuracy (%) with related
binaural separation model on same connected digits task.

Ref. System Reverberation Time RT60
0ms 300ms 450ms

Baseline
MFCC_CMN 10.05 20.58 18.45
Proposed
Dirac-Uniform 97.20 76.14 55.36
Gauss-Uniform 97.29 80.00 64.83

[4]

Baseline
MFCC_CMN 5.90 14.30 13.00
Binaural
Dirac-Uniform 92.90 54.90 53.80

5. Future work
Future work will focus on making the beamformer design more
robust against mismatch in steering vector and jammer corre-
lation matrix. Additional performance improvements are likely
to result from complementing the localization cues with non-
spatial (harmonicity) features which are known to be more re-
sistant to reverberation.
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